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Abstract: Deep Belief Network (DBN) learning algorithm is used as a research 

component to mitigate DDoS attacks in SDN. DBN is related to human brain in 

processing the information and it defines a relationship between various stimuli and 

associated responses for corresponding events. The concept of DBN is widely used in 

various applications such as protocol classification, automatic feature learning, 

identification of applications and unknown protocol identification. The key purpose of 

the proposed Cog-SDN is to identify and protect the TCP-SYN flood attacks in order to 

ensure the availability of SDN controller operation. In this work, DBN shall be trained 

with the average threshold values of the hit number of the connection requests to the 

controller, the energy usage amount of the switches, the average number of the flow 

inputs mounted in the switch. Fixing a static threshold to protect attacks against traffic 

flows is a big problem in the network world. This research challenge motivates to choose 

DBN, which extracts flow payload details to find the IP address that floods traffic greater 

than the defined threshold. DBN self-learns the routing module and, with the knowledge 

of flow payload information, identifies on-line attack traffic in an extremely complex 

network environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The DDoS attack seems to be the most common threat that leads to the lack of controller 

operation due to incoming of Legal traffic is flowing. 90percent of user information uses 

the Transmission Control Protocol as a customary method, specified it's linked-oriented 

[1]. The assailant creates TCP-SYN flood attack traffic by generating an outsized 

quantity of 1/2 the out their connections to the target host, leading to resource depletion. 

It additionally floods information plane switches by putting in a large variety of stream 

entries for one information science address and doesn't send packet-in messages to the 
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handler. Vehicle Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) are a special type of MANETs designed 

to supply self-organized and localized vehicle safe communications to cut back tie up, 

road collisions, and fuel consumption. Here, the vehicles serve as part of the nodes in the 

MANET. 

Unlike the MANET, cars travel on a predefined course and velocity that is dependent 

on speed signals. Vehicle communications allow road users to share messages about the 

dangerous and crucial issues that may arise through their area via the information 

exchange [14]. VANETs can also play a key role in ensuring a safer environment for 

road users in the immediate vicinity. In reality, the vehicles (nodes) in VANETs square 

measure restricted to road topology even once traveling, however, if road information is 

on the market, we tend to were conjointly able to tell the long run position of the vehicle; 

to boot, vehicles will manage important computing prices, communications, more, power 

detection and, additionally, offer correct transmission management themselves to help 

these functions. SDN is generally delineated as the process of disengaging the packet 

forwarding plane and control plane within the network. This characteristic of the SDN 

enables the network to access the application directly through the application 

programming interfaces (API) that strengthen the flexibility, performance, and security 

of the application on withstanding the dynamic changes of the customer requirements.  

Most of the enterprises adapted SDN's in deploying their applications over the 

virtualized computing solutions that aided them in the exponential reduction of their 

operational costs. SDN imposes programmatic control and management over the network 

infrastructure through APIs. Management of large-scale network resources is simplified 

with enhanced capacity and low operational costs. The migration of the network controls 

from hardware to software is considered as the most vital aspect in SDN as the network 

engineer is enabled with centralized access to the controller where multiple devices 

within the network are fused. Several studies indicate that there are numerous security 

challenges to be addressed in various layers of SDN. 

  Generic SDN architecture includes three different layers that include the 

application plane, the control plane (SDN Controller), and the data plane ( Network 

element) as indicated in figure 1.  The data plane is a single entity that includes several 

networking resources like switches and routers and enables the SDN controller with a 

common namespace to access the network resources in the data plane and manipulate the 

traffic by using certain OpenFlow protocols. The network element is responsible for the 

transmission of the data traffic for the desired destination indicated by the SDN 

controller. SDN controller is a software entity that is explicitly programmed to enable 

communications related to the dynamic network requirements and policies through 

application interfaces. Management operations related to the SDN architecture are guided 

by OSS (Operation System Support). SDN controller interacts with the data plane and 

application plane using two different interfaces such as D-CPI(data controller 

programming interface) through which it gains access to the network resources in the 

data plane and A-CPI(application controller programming interface) by which the SDN 

controller enables the desired services to the application plane. It is observed from the 
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SDN architecture that the controller is the most vital entity that acts as a brain in the 

delineation and structuring of traffic flow over the network. Henceforth the compromised 

controller disrupts the entire communication path of network infrastructure and may lead 

to severe security issues. Additionally, the communication path of an SDN controller and 

Network element is prone to severe security threats such that it is vulnerable to launch a 

man-in-the-middle attack where a malicious controller is launched to generate flooding 

of faulty data packets over the network that may lead to severe DoS attacks over the 

network resources in the data plane. 

 
          Figure 1. A Generic SDN Model architecture [1] 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

If the condition is OF Switch, then the SYN receives the new request and the SDN also 

sends a packet-in (SYN) message to its dispatcher. The controller installs the OF-switch 

rule as a packet-out (install rule) on the transmission control protocol server as Associate 

in Nursing "ALLOW SYN-noise request". once the SYN-ACK request is distributed 

from the OF switch, the server responds to the SYN-ACK response, that enters the 

controller as a packet-out (SYN-ACK) message [2]. The controller sets the forwarding 

rule supported the packet header fields and therefore the connected matching and 

interruption rules for collaborating hosts with such mac addresses [12]. The controller 

responds with a packet-out (install rule) of the SYN-ACK file forwarded to the device. 

Attacker sends the SYN request to the server instead of submitting the 'ACK-approved 

packets.' This example leads to the use of TCP-SYN floods in the SDN scenario [4]. 

 In the modern world, an outsized quantity of data is made and distributed across the 

network each second, that is solely referred to as associate data explosion [7]. Various 

contact network model’s area unit being engineered to handle the actions and wishes of 

individuals round the world. Owing to the tremendous growth of the automotive 

infrastructure and the efficient use of wired and wireless networks, all connectivity 

channels suffer from a significant problem of congestion. Congestion leads to increased 

network congestion and depletion of packets [3]. 
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 Network congestion within the vehicle setting decreases the standard of service (QoS) 

and means a network node or link is trying to urge through heaps of knowledge than its 

restricted information measure [5]. This downside is often overcome either by increasing 

the potential or by dominant packet knowledge speeds. It is often resolved by upgrading 

hardware and developing applications during a refined manner. Our analysis focuses on 

knowledge traffic management applications for Ad-Hoc Vehicle Networks (VANETs) 

[6]. 

 Unlike MANET, cars fly on a predefined direction and velocity dependent on speed 

signals. Vehicle interactions enable road users to exchange a warning about the 

threatening and vital circumstances that can arise in their environments by sharing 

information [10].VANETs may play a necessary role in maintaining a more robust 

atmosphere for road users [8]. especially, the vehicles (nodes) in VANETs area unit 

confined to road topologies once traveling, therefore if road knowledge is accessible, we 

have a tendency to area unit able to predict the longer-term location of the vehicle. 

additionally, vehicles will handle the expense of essential computing communications to 

discover capabilities [11].   

 VANETs have an elementary role in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) that 

utilize associate degreed generate an improved transport infrastructure for all types of 

transport [9]. Synergistic developments embrace sensible services for the popularity and 

authorisation of multiple modes of transport and traffic management. totally different 

folks will appreciate and build the utilization of transport services safer, additional 

planned and smarter [13]. VANETs use the Road-Side Units (RSUs) and therefore the 

On-Board Units (OBUs) for contact through V2I and V2V for the exchange of messages. 

The RSUs area unit static and set close to the roads, and therefore the On-Board Systems 

area unit dynamic and stuck to the vehicles [15]. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The goal of the proposed Cog-SDN is to protect against the TCP-SYN flood attacks in 

the SDN. Figure 2 demonstrates an attacker model in which vast amounts of SYN traffic 

and packet-on-demand traffic flow. 
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Figure 2 . Attacker system in TCP_SYN 

 

This can be achieved by weakening the operation of SDN controllers by flood-based 

attacks. It's contributing to attacks on DoS and DDoS. 

i. Flooding based attacks 

The attacker will create flood-based DDoS attacks that aim to exhaust controller 

bandwidth and transfer energy consumption. The prompt Cog-SDN is additional to the 

flood sort of attack situation from information plane switches while not sacrificing the 

attack generation controller. 

 

Figure 3.Proposed flow of Cog-SDN system 

 

ii. Cognitive SDN (COG-SDN) Mitigation Mechanism 

Figure 3 displays a diagram of the projected Cog-SDN mitigation mechanism consisting 

of 3 stages, specifically flow generation, flow analysis and flow visualization. In step 1, 

valid and assaultive traffic flows area unit created victimization information plane 
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switches. As a follow-up, Step 2flow analysis module is run with a cognitive flow 

management module in the control plane. Cognitive routing module is used to track and 

minimize attack traffic flow with an in-depth study of payload flow metrics at 2 different 

stages. Finally, in step 3, live traffic flows are visualized using the Global Ecosystem for 

Network Innovation (GENI) desktop and S Flow-RT resources that are combined with 

the above phases. The suggested protection and routing applications are integrated in the 

SDN program aircraft. The context-conscious program aircraft has a valid context for the 

flow payload information to define the attack traffic flows. 

Algorithm 1: for Cognitive SDN 

BEGIN 

WHILE PACKETS EXISTS 

IF VCMi Send Data to VCH  

Then  

 IF ERROR IN RECEIVED PACKET 

 THEN 

RSS total = d * exp(e * N) + f * exp(g * N) 

            //Find Simultaneous node 

 RSS stotal = h * Ni+ j 

                    Average Minimum Value (Ndmin)=∑ Min(ndi)/t
t

i=1
 

              Average Maximum Value (Nd max)=∑ Max(ndi)/t
t

i=1
 

              AVDTV = (Ndmin +  Ndmax)/2  

             IF K > AVDTV  

                  END IF 

      END IF 

END WHILE 

END 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the results area unit addressed for 3 separate things, like SLICOTS, Cog-

SDN with centralized and suburbanized controllers. Figure 4 and 5 demonstrate the time 

of attack identification with the ever-changing rate of SYN traffic flow requests. Cog-

SDN outperforms SLICOTS by ever-changing the psychological feature threshold K to 

the amount of incoming SYN traffic flow requests. SYN request will increase with the 

utilization of a mackintosh address reference within the unfinished list log. 
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Figure 4.Attack detection time in S1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Attack detection time for high rate SYN packets in S1 

Figure 4 indicates victimization psychological feature DBN algorithmic program self-

learning capabilities. It additionally monitors the flow payload info, like the hit count of 

the SYN request to the controller. Figure 4.1 shows the attack detection amount for low-

speed SYN flood attacks wherever for the primary twenty SYN request packets, attack 

traffic flows are often discovered at twenty seconds, forty to ninety SYN request packets, 

attack detection time stabilizes at fifteen seconds. 

Figure 5 displays the Cog-SDN for high-level SYN flood attacks. The urged mitigation 

theme conjointly eliminates delays in each attack identification and mitigation by 

blacklisting the raincoat address and disabling the associated science address and ports 

of origin. each SLICOTS and Cog-SDN will begin attack detection once the amount of 

SYN packets reaches the edge price. within the case of high-speed SYN flood request 

packets, for the incoming one hundred SYN request packets, a deviation within the attack 

detection time was noticed, that exaggerated once more to eighty seconds. once the 

arrival of one hundred SYN request packets, the planned Cog-SDN are trained with the 
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parameters and corresponding values which can minimize the time of attack 

identification for the arrival of consequent two hundred SYN request traffic flows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 6 . Average entry in S1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Maximum SYN packets arrived in S1 
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Figure 8. Performance analysis for bandwidth allocation 

 

        Figure 9. Bandwidth utilization of controller for high-rate attacks 

5. CONCLUSION 

Cognitive SDN has been urged to defend SDN from TCP-SYN flooding attacks on the 

positioning server. The projected Cog-SDN is put in on the SDN management plane.  For 

matched streams, extra transmission control protocol SYN-ACK and ACK messages area 

unit generated and therefore the controller terminates the outlined transmission control 

protocol link by causation FIN flags to the device, that area unit then fixed white. For 

unmatched flows, the OF transfer queries the flow rules from the OF table and therefore 

the identification metrics area unit picked from the second stage attack detection. Cog-

SDN blocks unmatched mackintosh addresses, scientific discipline addresses, and 

mackintosh addresses from the originated port numbers. The projected safety approach 

is being tested in several conditions with centralized and delocalized SDN controllers 

and compared to the prevailing SLICOTS security answer. The urged mitigation strategy 

additionally avoids buffer saturation attacks by limiting the installation of flow rules in 
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information plane switches and therefore the adjustment of flow table attacks by associate 

degree in-depth study of flow rules within the information plane. consequent chapter 

deals with the readying of psychological feature protocols in SDN. It mechanically 

defends DDoS attacks and improves SDN stability. 
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